
CRITERIA FOR

JUNIOR COACHING

LEVEL 6

PIKE
1. Setting up and fishing with a Pellet Waggler
2. Make a Snowman/Blow back rig
3. Assemble a rod for Floater fishing
4. Carp fishing in all seasons 
5. Coaching a younger Junior angler for one session
6. Elasticate a Pole top kit
7. Using distance sticks
8. The art of fishing shallow with a pole

In order to pass Pike Level six, Participants will be required to do the following.

1. Pellet Waggler is a deadly method for catching fish in the summer, particularly Carp. This tutorial 
will show Juniors how to set up a rod for fishing shallow with pellets. Feeding is important to get 
right and we will show you how.

2. Out of the many Carp rigs that you can use for Carp fishing the snowman or blow back rig is one 
of the most effective. We have a tutorial to demonstrate how.

3. Like Pellet Waggler, surface fishing in the warmer months can be very effective. This tutorial will 
show you how to set up for floater fishing.

4. Although many angler only fish for Carp in the warmer months good sport can be had all through 
the year. But, how will you need to change your tackle from summer to winter. This tutorial will 
show you how.

5. Being a coach is both a challenge and rewarding. It is a good test of your own skills and develops 
communication. The section is a good chance for Juniors to display their own skills by coaching a 
less experienced Junior for one session. (under senior coach guidance)

6. This section will teach you how to thread a new elastic through a pole top kit and attach all the 
accessories needed.

7. This is a tutorial about how using distance sticks can enhance the accuracy of your Carp fishing.

8. Shallow fishing with a pole. After a tutorial, Juniors will be given the chance to try shallow fishing 
with a pole, or ‘Slapping’, for themselves.
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